Recovery of electromyograph median frequency after lumbar muscle fatigue analysed using an exponential time dependence model.
The recovery of the median frequency of the power spectrum of the electromyogram (EMG) after fatigue has been studied to obtain reference data for healthy subjects (n = 55). In a seated position, the subjects performed a 45 s isometric back muscle contraction at 80% of maximal voluntary contraction, followed by 5 s contractions after 1, 2, 3, and 5 min in the recovery phase. In an additional reliability study (n = 11), this was performed six times. Surface EMG was recorded on four sites, namely, bilaterally from the lumbar muscles at the level of the first (L1) and fifth (L5) vertebrae. By non-linear regression, an exponential time dependence model was used to analyse the recovery of median frequency, giving recovery half-time as a resulting measure. Agreement with exponential time dependence was very good (coefficient of determination r(2) = 0.98) in the analysis of mean data (n = 55), with recovery half-times in the range 32-39 s on the four recording sites. Analysis of individual recordings, for which r(2) values in general were lower, revealed further details. Median values of the half-times in general agreed well with the half-times obtained from the analysis of mean data. Recovery half-time and median frequency slope during contraction were not correlated; this is in agreement with what may be expected from an exponential time dependence. Non-significant negative slopes occurred on apparently randomly selected sites, possibly indicating varying muscle coordination in the seated test method. The reliability of the half-time was not sufficient to allow for follow-up measurements on individuals, due to the fluctuations of the recovery data in recordings from individuals.